
Clinton, NY —- What does it take to make
it to 80 years in an industry where today’s
technology is obsolete tomorrow? For
Indium Corporation, it takes foresight
and dedication. Dr. William S. Murray —
a man dedicated to investigating the
uses of indium metal — founded Indium
Corporation in 1934.

Since those early days, Indium
Corporation has continued to lead and
support the advancement of technolo-
gies on which we rely today. With more
than 750 employees globally, several
company technology experts share their
reflections on Indium Corporation’s
impact on the past, as well as future
goals. 

Senior Product Manager for Semi-
conductor Assembly Materials Dr. Andy
C. Mackie said, “Indium Corporation
has always been known for its innova-
tions. Most recently, we’ve brought to
market bismuth-silver-X (BiAgX™), a
technology that finally provides a long
awaited lead-free solution for semicon-
ductor die-attach. 

In addition, Indium Corporation’s
no-clean ultra-low residue fluxes, which
are designed to be left behind on the sur-
face of the substrate, have allowed semi-
conductor assemblers to produce reliable
low-cost electronics applications.”

Director of Compounds and Solar
Products Bill Jackson said, “Indium
metal has properties that allow for
almost endless uses. We’ve capitalized
on this to create custom solutions for

some unique manufacturing challenges
that no one else has been able to solve.
From fire suppression to flat panel dis-
plays, Indium Corporation has had, and
will continue to have, a significant
impact on the way we live.”

Senior Product Manager for Engin-

eered Solders Tim Jensen said, “From
Formula One race cars to implantable
medical devices, failure is not an option.
That’s why it is critical to offer solder
solutions that are reliable through a

number of conditions. Part of our
success as a company is recognizing
this need for reliability and produc-
ing products — NanoFoil® and other
solder solutions — that can stand the
rigorous test of end use.”

Product Manager for PCB As-
sembly Solder Paste Glen Thomas
said, “Looking ahead, we’ll definitely
see some unique adaptations of tech-
nology. Take, for instance, bendable
electronics. Indium-tin-oxide already
provides the capability to produce de-
vices that can bend and be rolled up.”
71 Years Until Founding

In 1863, the element indium
was discovered by F. Reich and T.
Richter while at the Freiburg School
of Mines, Germany. For years, scien-

tists Dr. William S. Murray and Daniel
Gray would study the metal in hopes of
discovering new ways to process and use
this substance. After much trial and
error, they succeeded and a number of
patents followed, including processes for
obtaining indium and zinc, electrode-
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In the early days of Indium Corporation,
technologists work in a lab with the U.S.
Army/Navy “E” Award for Manufacturing

Excellence hanging behind them. This
honor was presented to the company dur-

ing World War II for excellence in the 
production of aviation equipment.



positing indium, and recovering indium,
to name a few. Eventually, these men
were able to prove the merits of indium,
unleashing an 80-year string of events: 
March 13, 1934: Indium Corporation
founded in Utica, NY, U.S.A. 
1938: Indium Corporation develops
the process and technology to plate the
first indium-treated aircraft engine
bearing, revolutionizing the aviation
industry.
1942: Indium Corporation receives
the U.S. Army/Navy “E” Award for
Manufacturing Excellence during
World War II for the superior produc-
tion of aviation equipment.
1952: A commercially-viable process
for the production of precision solder
preforms was developed, enabling the
mass production of alloy junction tran-
sistors and paving the way for the com-
mercialization of the transistor radio.
1959: The United States patent
office issues a patent for “Printing
Circuits And Method Of Soldering The
Same” to the Indium Corporation.
This invention offers improvements to
the process of soldering to printed cir-
cuit boards via enhancing the solder-
ability and soldering of component
leads and circuit board conductors.
1960-1965: Indium Corporation
develops indium inorganic compounds,
including: indium oxide, indium-tin
oxide, indium chloride, and indium
hydroxide. These are later widely used
to enable touch screen and flat panel
technologies.

1960s: Materials made by Indium
Corporation are used to help seal con-
tainers that bring rocks back from the
moon.
1970-1980s: Solder paste and spheri-
cal solder powder manufacturing capa-
bilities are developed by the Indium
Corporation. These products were key
materials in advancing computer,
printer and cell phone developments.

1989-1990: Indium Corporation partic-
ipates in multiple experiments aboard
multiple space shuttle missions.
2009: Indium Corporation acquires
Reactive NanoTechnologies, Inc. (RNT),
a developer and manufacturer of
NanoFoil®, which creates a precise,
controlled reaction to rapidly join two
surfaces. It is used in a variety of
applications including biomedical,
automotive, aerospace, semiconductor,

and electronics.
2011: Indium Corporation introduces
the world’s first water-soluble flux for
2.5D and 3D chip-on-chip or chip-on-
wafer assembly, which increases the
reliability of consumer electronics.
2012: Oneida-Herkimer-Madison
County BOCES School and Business
Alliance honors Indium Corporation
with the Shining Star Company Award

for its conscientious approach to pro-
viding quality job-shadowing experi-
ences. 
2013: Indium Corporation receives
international recognition, including
the Global Technology Award, for its
invention of SACM™ solder alloy,
used to replace Pb in electronics
assembly operations.

Today, Indium Corporation is a
premier materials manufacturer and
supplier to the global electronics,
semiconductor, solar, thin-film, and
thermal management markets. Its
products include solders and fluxes;
brazes; thermal interface materials;
sputtering targets; indium, gallium,
germanium, and tin metals and inor-

ganic compounds; and NanoFoil®.
Today, Indium has global technical sup-
port and factories located in China,
Singapore, South Korea, the United
Kingdom, and the USA.

Contact: Indium Corp., 34
Robinson Rd., Clinton, NY 13323 
315-381-7524 
E-mail: abrown@indium.com  
Web: www.indium.com 
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Indium_Clean Room: (from left to right)
Indium Corporation employees Brandon

Judd, Maria Durham and Derrick Herron
work in the company’s electronics assem-

bly process simulation clean room.
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